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Software Technology Transfer

This research is in response to requirements and funding by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The views expressed are 
those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official policy or position of the FAA.



Licensing Options Available
United States Government use license

The government has sponsored this research, and the government automatically has a Government Use License to the 
technology. This allows them to use it for any government purpose, but not distribute to the public.

Two types of technology transfer are available from UCAR
1) A License Agreement, grants permission to another entity to use our existing IP as is.

-> For instance, a Sponsor licenses the use of our existing IP. It typically does not involve UCAR providing any support, 
updates, patches, etc.

2) A Sponsored Research Agreement is a contract vehicle used to conduct research, create new IP.  The contract
has a start and end date and generally includes a License Agreement to use the IP during the contract.

-> For instance, a Sponsor hires UCAR to modify, tweak, improve, or customize an existing UCAR IP. This can also 
include UCAR supporting the Sponsor by developing or installing the software into the Sponsor environment.

We may be able to offer a sponsor a choice of which option to use. A License Agreement can also follow a Sponsored 
Research Agreement when the contract vehicle ends.

Also possible: A Research License allows someone to use our technology for research and educational purposes 
only. The technology cannot be used for any commercial purpose under a Research License.


